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Abstract 
 
The Web contains many digital multimedia creations prepared for being consumed by final users. Nevertheless, 
in many cases, these users need the appropriate rights to do so. Licenses and rights can be digitally associated to 
multimedia content, as well as to other metadata, like the author(s)’ name(s), the date where it was produced, the 
time when it was created, its title, the person or organisation who owns exploitation rights, etc. The aim of the 
work presented in this paper is to find rights and licenses, among other metadata, in the Web, by using semantic 
web techniques. In case there is no license or it cannot be used by anyone (for instance, public domain license), 
we will try to find out the necessary information for getting a license, that is, the author, the rights owner or 
whoever who has the ability to provide us with a license over a digital content. 
 

1 Introduction 
 
In this paper, we will describe a way of looking for metadata regarding digital content, especially those 
containing intellectual property rights or usage rights information, by means of semantic web techniques. With 
the results obtained, we can have two different possibilities: we find a license that allows us to make usage of a 
specific content or we find the person or organisation which can give us the appropriate license to consume a 
content. Existing licenses could follow standardised formats, like MPEG-21 REL [10] or ODRL [9], or other 
proprietary formats, like the ones promoted by Creative Commons [2]. 
The paper is organised as follows. First, we explain how metadata related to multimedia content can be 
extracted using semantic web techniques. To illustrate our approach, which is based on building information 
graphs, we begin with a simple example following a concrete database with metadata about music related 
information. 
Then, we focus on how we can identify rights information inside the extracted metadata. After this, we discuss 
licenses language recognition and its processing, including the creation or authorisation processes. Finally, we 
present some conclusions. 
 

2 Building a Graph of Metadata 
 
Our example is based on MusicBrainz [12], which is a user maintained community music metadatabase. Music 
metadata includes information such as the name of an artist, the name of an album, list of tracks that appear on 
an album, etc. MusicBrainz collects this information about music and makes it available to the public so that 
music playing devices can retrieve information about the music that is playing. This web site provides a 
catalogue of music data, however it only provides the data about the music and not the music itself, meaning 
that the web site has no problem with copyright infringement. 
Users can browse and search this catalogue to examine what music bands have published and how artists relate 
to each other to discover new music. The music metadata and its ability to uniquely identify music also enables 
non-ambiguous communication about music, and allows the Internet community to discover new music without 
any of the bias introduced by marketing departments of the recording industry. Some portions of the data are 
placed into the Public Domain, and some portions are covered by a Creative Commons license. 
 
2.1 Metadata Relationships 
 
As a first step, we will try to associate copyright to a song. Although it seems a trivial issue, it is not always 
easy. The following is an example. We will begin with a group called Pet Shop Boys and a song called: Where 
the Streets Have No Name (I Can't Take My Eyes Off You). We have found eleven mixes, surely there are more.  
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Each previous song/mix has its own copyright. Moreover each song is a mix taken from other two songs: 
“Where the Streets Have No Name” from U2 and “I Can’t Take My Eyes Off you” from Melanie Doane. U2’ 
song has other eighteen versions as a minimum, some from this group and others from others singers or groups. 
Moreover, we have found two different songs versions from Melanie’s song.  
There are many possibilities as the previous example justifies. The relations of possible creators and contents 
increase exponentially. It makes necessary to have a flexible representation format to formalise this knowledge. 
A graph will be build to integrate contents and possible resources. 
Each music release has its own copyright. The MusicBraiz metadatabase shows different types of releases, 
including Album, Single, EP (Extended Play), Compilation, Soundtrack, Spokenword (non-music), Interview, 
Audiobook (non-music), Live, Remix and Other. Furthermore, there are status definitions for the releases, 
including Official, Promotion and Bootleg (non-authorised). 
In order to manage complexity in release diversity, we have mapped these types to some abstract concepts from 
Intellectual Property Ontology, IPROnto [6], we previously developed. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. IPROnto Creation model showing different views on creation 

 
 
Figure 1 shows the IPROnto part that relates the concepts that describe the creation model. The model is creator-
centred. It works as follows: the creator has an idea, which is not yet subjected to rights management and makes 
an expression (i.e. theatre play) or a manifestation  (i.e. book or CD). If we take the release concepts just 
introduced and we classify them in the ontology model, we get the relationships shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Release types mapped to IPROnto concepts (manifestation and expression) 

Manifestation Expression 
Album, EP, Compilation, SoundTrack, 
Interview, Audiobook, Single, Remix, 
Spokenword (all are physical releases 
fixed in CD, DVD or Video-CD)  

Live, Interview (all are events which have 
fixation in a release which can be a CD, DVD or 
Video-CD) 

 
 
2.2 Integrating the Information to a Graph 
 
The previous lines show the concepts we need to take into account in the process of organising information in 
order to extract what we need, one approach being to build a graph. 
Since our goal is to get multimedia content licenses (as a specific kind of metadata), we have to manage the 
information graph that we could create from databases or by crawling through the Web (and the Semantic Web). 
Sometimes, if the number of nodes increases, the graph becomes huge and difficult to manage. This is the 
reason why we have developed a methodology to simplify this. We apply statistical analysis to extract 
information in a short time, as it is introduced in the next section. 
 

3 Description of the Methodology for Metadata Extraction 
 
This section describes a methodology for improving the search in the World Wide Web and Semantic Web. In 
an initial analysis, we will show the advantages of using this methodology over the Semantic Web.  
In this development, there are two main processes that are running at the same time, one in a database and the 
other that faces to the user. This is the optimal performance because the user can ask for the results to an agent 
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that goes to the database analysis results which have been obtained by an agent which only operates at database 
domain. Therefore, there are two domains, database and user interface: in the first domain, a statistical analysis 
is applied and a graph is obtained with information related to the whole database. This is done because when a 
huge amount of metadata has to be processed, the time is a valuable parameter to fit. This analysis allows 
summarising the database metadata in a graph, which can be processed efficiently by the agent representing the 
user. For that reason, when this agent asks for metadata, it can very quickly extract the relevant information 
from the graph. 
The detailed methodology steps are the following: First of all, a graph based on RDF/OWL [11], [1] is created 
by the database agent from the content database. In the paper, we will apply the methodology to licenses which 
express rights associated to digital content. The database usually contains a huge amount of data and that is 
difficult to manage; due to this fact, the graph is analysed statistically. When data is analysed, some properties 
arise: Small world and Scale free. Small world makes reference to the fact that there are many connections 
between neighbour nodes and very few to distant nodes and scale free references to the fact that there are many 
nodes with few connections and few nodes highly connected. This statistical analysis provides a graph that 
shows the nodes with different relevance depending on the number of node connections. Thus, the agent that 
represents the user obtains valuable information as which are the relevant concepts nodes in a graph of licenses 
(in our case); moreover the applications are very wide, as security (the nodes with more connections are key for 
a system) or design (it is very easy to detect which concepts are not used because they are isolated or they are 
not related enough). 
 
3.1 Application of the Methodology for Rights Information Extraction 
 
When a user involved in a multimedia content edition process wants to use existing content in his own creations, 
he has to look for licenses governing it. If he does not find any, then he needs to know the content creator or the 
rights owner, in order to buy the right, or to get the permission, for using the content inside the newly created 
content. 
The process of looking for content creator or rights owner when the content is obtained from the Internet is very 
time consuming, as this is metadata that should be associated to content; this is exactly a big known problem in 
digital content: the lack of enough metadata. 
Based on the methodology described before, that constructs a graph of relationships using techniques from the 
Semantic Web, we propose an application that could permit users involved in the content edition process to find 
possible available rights or licenses governing content. Based on the licenses or rights found, the content creator 
can decide if he is able to add the content to his own creation because there is an existing license that allows its 
use or, at least, try to negotiate its use with the rights owner. 
This is not the only possible use of the methodology defined. We can also use it for the construction of 
applications related to different licensing models, for instance, licenses for describing user groups and the use of 
multimedia content permitted to these user groups. This kind of application could be useful for libraries, even 
digital, and, in general, for any application or context that involves groups of users and allows use of multimedia 
content to them. 
These applications can be applied to different kinds of multimedia content: music, video, e-learning content, etc. 
We could even think in more sophisticated applications of the methodology presented, that could be useful to 
cope with piracy issues, like finding the user that made publicly available a governed and protected content in 
the Internet or in peer-to-peer networks like eMule or Kazaa, violating copyright. 
 
3.2 Rights Expression Languages 
 
Rights Expression Languages (RELs) are languages devised to express conditions of use of digital content. They 
intend to provide flexible and interoperable mechanisms to support transparent use of digital resources. 
Specifically, they have been proposed to describe licenses governing the terms and conditions of content access.  
The most relevant RELs are MPEG-21 REL [10] and the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [9], [13]. 
MPEG-21 REL and ODRL are syntactically based on XML while structurally they both conform the axiomatic 
principles of rights modelling. On the other hand, the Creative Commons (CC) project [2] has created a number 
of licenses and semantics for describing usage rights over content. The CC licenses are primarily intended to 
convey the semantics to the end user of the content. 
Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [14] is a standard forum for wireless devices. Its DRM technology enables the 
distribution and consumption of digital content in a controlled manner, where content is distributed and 
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consumed on authenticated devices according to the usage rights expressed by the content owners. OMA DRM 
[15] work provides appropriate specifications for content formats, protocols, and RELs (the REL adopted by 
OMA is a subset of ODRL). 
ODRL has been profiled according to OMA DRM requirements; the ODRL mobile profile consists of a subset 
of elements and types for representing the rights and conditions needed for the rights expressions used in mobile 
applications or domains. In a similar way, MPEG-21 REL can also be profiled [3], [4], [5], and this profile can 
also be used for mobile applications as OMA DRM. The proposed profiles only contain the elements and types 
needed for mobile applications based on the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) Digital Rights Management (DRM) 
specifications [15]. 
 
3.3 Combination of Metadata Extraction with Rights Expression Languages 
 
Once we have identified rights expressions (or part of them) as part of the metadata associated to a multimedia 
content we want to use, we need to process them. As we can find rights expressions in different rights 
expression languages, we need mechanisms to interpret, extract the needed information and process them. We 
have been already working in tools that interpret and create rights expressions in different languages [7], [8], 
like MPEG-21 REL [10] and ODRL [9]. We are also working in translating rights expressions from one 
language to another [16] and in the definition of profiles that support both languages [3], [4], [5]. 
With these tools and the rights expressions found, we can do several things: 

o Interpret rights expressions to check if they could fit our needs. 
o Create new rights expressions in order to negotiate rights with the issuer of licenses over a content or 

the rights owner. 
o Translate a rights expression in order to be able to interpret or analyse it. 

 
It is important to have this kind of tools if we want to work with digital content coming from different places in 
a way that does not infringe copyright, acquiring the appropriate licenses to consume a multimedia content. 
 

4 Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have presented a mechanism to find out metadata associated to multimedia content by using 
semantic web techniques. 
Inside metadata found, we have focused on those related to rights expression (or rights information in general), 
in order to be able to consume the content taking into account its associated rights. 
Using the found rights expression and several tools we have already available, we can implement different 
business models including different kinds of content, applications and users (or groups of users). 
To do so, we will use currently standardised rights expression languages, such as MPEG-21 REL [10] and 
ODRL [9], for creating or translating rights expressions, in order to consume multimedia content without 
copyright infringement. Profiling of rights expression languages has also been presented [4], [5]. 
The final aim of the application and techniques presented is the possibility of creating and distributing digital 
multimedia content in a completely digital environment. 
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